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Robustness Hinting for Improving End-to-End
Dependability
Michael W. Bigrigg

Abstract—File systems make unreasonable attempts to
provide data to the point that they will block an application
instead of passing the error on to the application to handle.
Transient problems such as network congestion or outages and
heavily loaded systems or denial of service attacks can lead to
failure-like situations. Alternative mechanisms have been
developed for the file system to trade performance for
robustness in an attempt to always guarantee full availability of
data.
These mechanisms may not be necessary, as the
application programmer may have already accounted for such
situations. By hinting to the file system the application’s
ability to handle errors it is possible for the file system to make
better resource allocation decisions and improve end-to-end
dependability.
Index Terms—Reliability, Filesystems, Program Analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION

W

E will show that for I/O intensive applications on a
potentially failure-prone environment:
(1) Some I/O applications can handle errors on their own and
do not need additional support. Some applications do not
handle I/O errors and will silently process garbage and
produce and incorrect result.
(2) There are techniques to increase the chance that data
storage is available. However, these techniques are resource
intensive and have a negative impact on other applications
running on the system.
(3) By hinting to the file system the application's ability to
handle I/O errors it is possible for the file system to make better
resource allocation decisions. This will reduce the impact on
other applications when it needs to be avoided and improve an
application’s end-to-end dependability.
As a motivating example, consider a data intensive program
such as a data mining application. After performing several
hours of data processing, the remote file server becomes
unavailable and no further data can be read. Provided the file
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system does not try indefinitely to retrieve data thereby
blocking the application, the application could store its partial
result locally in order to resume processing later.

II. THE FILE SYSTEM DEPENDABILITY W ALL
File systems make unreasonable attempts to provide data by
blocking an application from continuing when it may not be
necessary. Transient problems such as network congestion or
outages and heavily loaded systems can lead to failure-like
situations when it is not possible to perform the entire
requested operation, yet the problem is only transient and
could still provide a partial result. The semantics of application
calls into a file system actually provide for cases where not all
data is available and where failure conditions do not exist. A
true failure condition for a file system is a request for data
where no data is available such as a read past the end of a file.
This is different from a situation where data would be available,
but is currently not accessible such as when using a mobile
device.
The C I/O library fread call will return up to but no more than
the number of bytes that have been requested [10]. A return
value of 0 does not signify an error condition, just that no data
is currently available such as at the end of the file. It is a
negative return value that signifies an error. This information is
to be passed to the calling code to be handled. It would then
the calling code's responsibility to handle the problem.
But the distributed file system such as the Network File
System (NFS) or Andrew File System (AFS) does not trust that
the application will handle the error and instead will block until
all data is available. From the file system’s perspective,
dependability is maintained, as it does not return an error. The
file system has not explicitly caused the application to crash,
but through n egligence forces the user to terminate the
program ungracefully. From the end-to-end perspective, we
have a very undependable system.
If we are attempting to measure an application’s performance
and it crashes moments after it starts, we do not consider the
application to be very fast. Similarly, if we are attempting to
measure an application’s dependability and it waits forever, we
should not consider the application to be very dependable.
III. A PPLICATION DEPENDABILITY
In our FlakyIO project [1], we built a test harness to allow us
to selectively manipulate the behavior of the I/O function calls
of a program to simulate file system failures using fault
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injection. We applied the testing to a specific class of
applications that are I/O based, use the C standard library, and
have been around for years, the GNU textutils. Our testing
harness performed source code modification to insert a fault
injection layer into the application. Faults were injected into a
single execution of the application based on the specific
function call. To fail the fread call, a –1 was passed as the
return value to the calling application and it is then up to the
calling application to check the return value to determine if an
error has occurred or if the file is at its end. If the data is
unavailable and the application does not check its return value,
the application will process whatever garbage data was in
memory that was set aside for the fread result.
We ran the applications on a failure free environment and
then again inserting faults and observed their behavior. The
results fell into four groups: handles correctly (HC), handles
incorrectly (HI), silent failure (S), and silent error (S2). Many
applications handled error conditions correctly, the HC group.
For instance, all correctly handled the failure of an fopen call.
Some applications acknowledged that an error did occur but
misreported the error, the HI group. This was due to the
engineering of the testing system that emulated transient
failures instead of catastrophic failures. A transient failure
would only fail for a specific instance of a function call but
would subsequently not fail for the next instance of an I/O
function call. An application acknowledged an fread failure
but used an feof function call to determine if the file is at its
end. The read call will fail but the feof call would not. An
additional coupling of function calls is for silent errors, the S2
group. Most applications used a print in order to report an
error and did not check to see if the error had been correctly
reported. It may seem as if printing an error message is the

only recourse, the applications in the S2 group did not return
an error code to the operating system to report that the
application had failed. The last group, S, silently processed
the result as if it were correct and did not report any failure.
While in our previous paper we focused on the failures, here
we would like to focus on the successes.
Looking across the row of the application’s error handling
capability, its success or failure to handle I/O errors would
contribute greatly to its dependability measurement. While not
substantial for a quantitative metric, a qualitative analysis
would conclude that the tr application which correctly handles
all potential I/O errors would at least make it more dependable
than an application such as cksum which results in a silent
failure when faced with an fread error. The tr application, while
possessing the capability to be more dependable than cksum,
will be forced to have the same dependability rating (when
measuring its ability to handle I/O errors) because most file
systems will not allow the cksum to handle the error.
Looking at the fwrite column there are nine applications that
make use of the fwrite call. While seven of the nine
applications suffered silent failures when an error is
propagated from the file system, there are two applications that
would successfully be able to handle an error. These two
applications, head and tr, should be allowed to handle the
error.
However when error checking is absent, it is then necessary
for the system to adapt itself during a system error, trading
computational or other resources for robustness. The file
system has several alternatives such as re-requesting data
again, assuming that if a transient failure has occurred it may
be able to retrieve the data in a second attempt. There may
also be other replicas of the data on the network or other
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means of obtaining the data, so it may be possible to contact a
different location. Several projects attempt to be adaptive to
changing availability of data such as survivable storage
systems [2][5][13] and storage systems for mobile users
[11][12]. All of these alternatives that demand additional
resource consumption should be used appropriately and not
when code provided by the programmer exists expressly to
handle the case of limited data availability.
IV. A PPLICATION DEPENDABILITY A NALYSIS
A hinting mechanism similar to what has been done for file
prefetching [9] would pass information from the application
itself to the file system. A robustness hint would be passed
for each I/O function call that had the correct error handling
code. While optimally automated hinting is desired, preliminary
hinting would use the manual insertion of hints into the
application code. The argument against this is that if it is
possible to know where the problem lies and the source code is
available, it is possible to fix the code. However the insertion
of hinting code, which only requires the programmer to
acknowledge the problem, would be far easier than the
modification of the program logic. In addition, the hinting is
added only where there is handling of error conditions
allowing the file system to default to its current behavior of
blocking should no hint be given.
It is true that programmers often overlook error checking, as
they believe that the various errors are just inconceivable and
do not need to be checked or are overwhelmed with the task of
identifying all possible error situations. Unhandled error
conditions would lead to potential software failures when the
underlying system cannot satisfy our requests. Programmers
alone cannot thoroughly account for all error conditions, as it
is a non-trivial task with a lack of tool support. But as shown in
the previous section while error checking is difficult, it is not
always missing.
There are two major approaches used for the detection of
software faults. These systems are typically aimed at
providing information to the programmer in order to modify the
program source to eliminate software faults. This information
would be used by the programmer to insert hints into the code.
The first group of fault analysis techniques, similar to what
was using for our FlakyIO system, was to run the entire
program or a subset of the program to observe its behavior.
Errors are introduced to examine how the software behaves.
This approach makes use of external faults being passed into
the application that will cause it to fail. Such approaches
include: fault injection through random memory corruption,
passing values typically known to cause exceptions into an
individual software module through its software interface [8],
or the creation and use of a comprehensive test suite. In
particular it is possible to identify the type of input or
condition that has led to the fault, but it does not typically
identify any remedial action that should be taken by the
application making it an ideal candidate for providing hint
information.
The second approach for the detection of software faults is
compile-time analysis. It attempts to identify program features

that would cause a program to behave improperly. This
analysis focuses on a particular characteristic that is typically
the base cause of faults such as portability [7]. Other
approaches use programmer-defined models of acceptable
behavior to drive the analysis [3][4]. These analysis
techniques report the results to the programmer for correction
presupposing that the programmer has the time and capability
of rewriting the offending code to correct it also a good
candidate for hinting information. The analysis is done using
the static analysis that is a part of any optimizing compiler.
The problem is that there are a lot of code constructs that
defies analysis such as pointer-to-function. The default
behavior of optimizing compilers is to not perform the
optimization and for us the same holds true.
If it is not possible to determine if the code properly handles
the error, no hint is given to the file system and its default
behavior of blocking until the file system is back online holds.
V. CONCLUSION
Distributed file systems currently take the worst-case
situation when confronted with a lack of data availability and
block until data is available. File systems should only take
exceptional measures to ensure robustness when robustness
measures are not handled by the application. We showed that
some I/O applications can handle errors on their own and do
not need additional support. Some applications, on the other
hand, do not properly handle I/O errors and will silently
process garbage and produce and incorrect result therefore
need the file systems additional support. By allowing the
application to hint its ability to handle I/O errors it is possible
to increase the end-to-end dependability.
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